DESCRIPTION

The CHASE SECURITY STEEL HOOD has been designed to house intercoms, card readers, cameras, and other access control devices and protect them against vandalism or accidental damage. It is designed to be used in a variety of public locations including: driveways, parking lots, port authorities, military bases, consulates, apartment complexes, prisons, and government and institutional facilities.

The steel hood provides strength and ease of installation and maintenance of equipment once installed. For over 30 years Chase security products have been manufactured in a variety of sizes, styles and finishes, and sold to OEM accounts and distribution. They are installed by Government Institutions, Prisons, HUD, Projects, Universities, Hotels, Parks, Schools, Hospitals and other public locations where both functionality and aesthetics count.

Can be used in a variety of outdoor applications.

FEATURES

◆ Constructed of quality 14-gauge cold-roll steel.
◆ All welded for a reinforced solid construction.
◆ Hoods come with Keys / Cam lock included.
◆ Finish: standard white or black epoxy coating.
◆ Dimensions: 20” x 14” x 5” x 3”.
◆ Can be mounted to either a pedestal* or wall.
◆ Supplied with a variety of custom provisions for equipment.
◆ All units are uniquely built based on individual device specs.

ACCESSORIES

◆ Stand-away extensions are available for wall-mount applications.

Due to changes in industry, exact product dimensions and features may differ slightly from above.